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 A student shall be guilty of misconduct if he or she deliberately or through          
negligence contravenes any of the following university or 2nd set of residences rules

16. Irons in places not deemed for ironing.
17. Starts a fire in a non-designated area.
18. Makes a false report on fire and maintenance issues.
19. Discharges fireworks and or uses candles.
20. Residences are only for domestic use conducting any unauthorised business is        
prohibited.
21. Misuses, tampers with or damages fire safety equipment this include not reporting 
fire detector which is covered by anything.
22. Uses, possesses or distributes liquor in cans, bottles or glass bottles in a University 
residence without the necessary approval.
23. Undermines and disrespects authority.
24. Unauthorised use or occupancy of any room of facility.
25. Uses fire escape doors and use emergency keys when there is not a threatening 
emergency.
26. Displays any other behaviour that infringes the university residences rules for 
students or conflicts with the normal and the peaceful co-existence in the residences
27. Sublet the residence room to another student or person ( the unlawful arrangement 
whereby a registered student of a room assigns  his/her privileges to another student in 
return for rent.
28. Allows squatting ( squatting is allowing illegal occupation and use of University 
residences and related facilities without the necessary authority).
29. Allows cohabitation to occur ( cohabitation is the unauthorised living with a partner 
in a university residence).
30. Contravenes visiting hours i.e. 10am Friday to Sunday 12am. (Wednesday last day 
for issuing Visitors Permits).
31. Attaching or hanging pictures ,posters and sticky notes on wall not using notice 
boards demarcated for that purpose is prohibited.

NB: Due to limited resources and following misconduct increase.
The first offence of the following prima facie misconducts will be treated as 

follows:
• Unauthorised possession of duplicate keys and or tampering with digital door
lock codes will be subject to a fine of R500..

• Smoking and or tempering with smoke detector will be subject to a fine of R500.
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